Maths Mansion Monster Math Song
Break It Up!

Chorus:
Break it – Up
Break it – Up
When you want to multiply
Break it – Up
Make it – Go
To what you – Know
Breakin it, breakin it – Up!

If you have to multiply 6 times 8
And you didn’t know what to do,
Don’t try to multiply all at once,
Break it up into two!

’Cause 5 times 8 is 8 times 5,
And 8 times 5 is forty,
And 1 times 8, equals 8,
Add them both together … makes 48!

Chorus

If you have to multiply 9 by 7
And you didn’t know what to do,
Don’t try to multiply all at once,
Break it into two!

’Cause 10 times 7 is seventy,
And 1 times 7 is seven,
Take that 7 from 70,
So nine times seven is 63!

Break it – Up!
Break it – Up!
Breakin it, breakin it – Up!
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